9.30am - Registration / Exhibition Opens

10.00am-10.15am - Welcome Address (Keynote Theatre)

Patrick Leeson, Corporate Director for Education, Learning & Skills, Kent County Council

10.15am-11.00am - Opening Keynote (Keynote Theatre)

GUEST SPEAKER: Phil Beadle, Teacher, Author & Trainer

The Five Key Values of Transformational Teachers

Inspirational teacher and trainer Phil Beadle examines the vital role of ‘transformational teachers’ in the educational environment, in terms of both raising academic standards and improving overall outcomes for young people. Phil will outline the five key values that he believes these teachers share and help you understand how to identify and create even more of them.

11.15am-12.00pm - Choose ONE from three concurrent workshops

Workshop 1A) Inspection - raising the bar and closing the gaps

Mike Sheridan, Senior HMI, Ofsted

Keynote Theatre

Mike Sheridan will discuss the recent changes to the Ofsted framework, the rationale behind these and the proposals for future inspection arrangements for Maintained Schools and Academies. In the course of this, he will touch on some of the burning issues of the day; the things that keep headteachers awake at night.

Workshop 1B) A New Assessment Recording Framework for SIMS Assessment Manager

Hosted by: EiS Kent

Workshop Room 1

The workshop will give an overview of the new SIMS Assessment Manager tracking system developed by EiS that uses a 6 point range which children move through as they master the curriculum. These progressive steps will allow schools to input teacher assessments and monitor attainment and progress. This system of measuring attainment is a summative assessment tool only and is designed to assist schools with self-evaluation and to inform discussions with Ofsted.

Workshop 1C) The Business of Education

Ian Buss, Head of Education at Lloyds Bank, Director of the School Governor Charity "SGOSS" & School Governor

Workshop Room 2

This session focuses on the risks of not embracing change, it touches on the similarities of a school to a business then focuses on areas that schools lose money to fraud and offers suggestions on how to minimise the risk of these frauds.
12.15pm - 1.00pm - Choose ONE from three concurrent workshops

**Workshop 2A) Video Interaction Guidance (VIG) for school effectiveness**
*Hosted by: Kent Educational Psychology Service*
*Room Keynote Theatre*

VIG is an evidence-based intervention that promotes learning and wellbeing. VIG enhances the communication that underpins the goals of education.

We will share the range of VIG work we deliver from strategic level to everyday casework, and describe some recent projects which focus on promoting metacognition, reading and parenting.

**Workshop 2B) A guide to choosing the right cover for Maternity & Staff Absence Insurance**
*Hosted by: Schools Advisory Service*
*Workshop Room 1*

Are you looking for cover for Maternity and Staff Absence? Look no further for a complete guide to all the questions you would like answering when looking to purchase Staff Absence & Maternity Cover. This workshop will provide you with the information to ensure you are getting the right cover for your school’s needs. Identifying the key points to look for when purchasing cover outside of the mutual fund scheme and ensuring you get best value for money for your school.

**Workshop 2C) We might not be Gok but we do know how to make you look good! Top tips for saving your school money - the 15 minute makeover**
*Hosted by The Schools' Buying Club*
*Workshop Room 2*

A light hearted session covering some serious procurement essentials; including an update on new regulatory and compliance matters, advice on placing new contracts and exiting bad ones, case studies on how other schools have saved their schools money and some top tips on implementing collaborative procurement initiatives with your neighbours.

1.00pm - 2.00pm - Lunch, Networking & Exhibition

1:15pm
**Innovation Briefing: Empowering children to be active global citizens**
*Hosted by Petra’s Planet for Schools*
*Catering Area*

Petra’s Planet for Schools is an online learning environment that helps schools to teach important digital and social media skills quickly, easily and affordably to children aged between five and twelve.

2.00pm - 2.45pm Afternoon Keynote (Keynote Theatre)

**GUEST SPEAKER: STEVE BACKLEY OBE**

In Pursuit of Excellence: Lessons from the world of elite sport

Steve Backley was one of Britain’s most consistent and popular athletes for over a decade, ranked in the world’s top ten in the javelin every year between 1989 and 2002 and winning medals at three different Olympic Games (Barcelona, Atlanta and Sydney).

With a passion for excellence still at the forefront of his mind, Steve will offer some fascinating pointers on how to help your team perform to their full potential and inspire future generations of young people.

2.45pm - Event Close